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Sudoku Game: A Worldwide Trend That Tends To Stay

Forever

Have you ever heard of the Sudoku game? If you do, then you must be following all the trends

that are happening around you. Anyway, who does not know anything about it? The children,

youth and the elder know how to play the Sudoku game.

Sudoku game is a new Japanese puzzle game that is taking the entire world by storm. It started

as an unknown game but it already conquered Japan on the 80s. Today, there are over a million

players who play for it every month on the internet.

For those people who do not know the Sudoku game, it is basically a game of numbers from 1

to 9. You have to start with a 9 x 9 grid which is divided into 9, 3 x 3 boxes.

The first grid should have series of numbers which is scattered in each row and column in

random order. There is a technique behind this silly game. First, have to make sure that you

have all the numbers from 1 to 9 in every row and/or column. And second, you should not have

two same numbers in each 9 x 9 grid.

This may be a bit confusing (as it is a puzzle), but when you see and play the Sudoku game,

you will realize that it has a great sense.

Once you begin with a Sudoku game, it is expected that you will find it very difficult to stop. Most

players are not at first a great fun of puzzles and crosswords but, the time they started to play

for it, they were hooked up by the game. They would even make sure that they have completed

the game.

What makes it very addicting is the continuous challenge it give to the players. The pre-planned

trial and error matched techniques which depends mainly to the clues you have given make it

easier for anyone to win.
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Compared to crossword puzzle, the Sudoku game does not require you to know every word

found in the dictionary. In addition, this is not as frustrating as the first one since players can

always return to the basic level and focus on their speed than completing it.

For the main part, a single Sudoku game can be done from five minutes up to a couple of hours.

Actually, it all depends on the level which you have chosen to play. If you chose the difficult

level then, probably it will take you hours to solve it. However, the easier level can be completed

within 5 minutes to an hour. This means that there is a game for all types of Sudoku game

players.

The growth of this worldwide trend is fuelled by its big prizes and rewards that are beginning to

rise in the Sudoku events and tournaments in the whole world. The prizes normally range from a

few thousand U.S dollars up to a number of hundred dollars. This can be very pleasing if get

into the Sudoku game and win it for yourself.

Luckily, since Sudoku game can be very difficult, there is software available to help you with

your solution if you get stumbled on the course of the game. What you should do is to set in

your solution and try to solve whether it is correct or wrong. This is the best and accurate way to

know if you have the correct result or not.

On the other hand, if you are playing the Sudoku game offline (newspaper, magazine or books)

what you should do is to get your pen and paper then do the traditional way of solving.

The best thing about playing a Sudoku game is that it gives a fair playing ground for everybody.

A five year-old kid, a 65 year-old elder, a Math major professor and a person who do not know

how to speak English can play for it and win at the end.

As a conclusion, the craze for the Sudoku game will stay forever. This is not just simple trend

that will vanish after three to six months. Many people learn to love it and for sure they want to

keep playing for it for the rest of their life.
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Sudoku – The National Craze!

You may have thought puzzles and games were meant for kids and teens till you met a Sudoku

enthusiast and got converted to the exciting, clever and number-placement world of Sudoku!

We don’t blame you for getting hooked onto Sudoku – we are quite aware of how this game that

originated in Japan and was slowly introduced in America in the seventies by a famous puzzle

maker in Dell magazine worked its way up into the national craze it became by the late eighties:

when it was further given a boost by computerization.

But Sudoku is not just for the young as office-goers, housewives, busy commuters and even

seniors have taken to it in a big way. Since many adults do not find time to go entertainment

zones to play games or find it too expensive or even boring since these have been around for

sometime, the whole concept of a puzzle game involving little expense (free Sudoku games are

available in dailies and mags besides websites), logical thinking and a little leisure time is very

fascinating.

The pull of Sudoku is very hard to resist as this puzzle game only requires one to grab a pencil

and eraser (for beginners) besides the game grid to start the fun: a simple numerical game

involving a 9x9 grid with some pre-entered numbers and empty boxes of 3x3 in rows and

columns that needs to be fitted with numbers ranging 1-9 so that no number is repeated in any

cell is what makes up the game.

Now, how’s that for easy? No great mathematical ability is required and neither do the players

have to consult anyone else: the rules are simple and once a person has a basic understanding

of the game, its only a matter of logical thinking to arrive at the complete set of numbers

required to fill the grid.

The popularity of Sudoku is unmatched in today’s world with America and Europe besides Asian

countries all taking to the game in a big way: requiring only 9 numbers, consisting of 9 rows and

columns, Sudoku requires of the player to determine the placement of missing numbers after

studying the ‘givens’ or pre-entered ones in the large grid. It has various degrees of complexity,

ranging from light to very difficult with the middle stage being denoted as moderately hard.
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The intensity of the Sudoku you play are determined by the numbers given in the grid and

beginners are advised to start off at the light and easy Sudoku puzzle solving levels to get a

better grip on the nature of the game and gaining confidence before tackling the next level.

Some players manage to complete the set of numbers in 10 minutes, others take 30 or more

minutes, but with a bit of practice, most beginners are quick to grasp the concept of logical

thinking and can solve Sudoku faster than the previous time. A good source of Sudoku is

scanning the local papers, magazines that have now started carrying the puzzles owning the

readers’ interest in the game and even websites that are dedicated to the nuances of the game;

the last offer printables and other fun merchandise while some publications offer prizes and the

thrill of the competition, which are compelling enough reasons for winning the game new

players.
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Puzzle The Whole World With Sudoku Daily

What are you into during your break time? Do you spend it with a game? Do you know that

majority of people around the world are addicted to the puzzle game named the Sudoku. It is

because they believed that it is one of the best stress relievers since it can make them relax and

exhilarated at the same time.

Most of the players of these puzzle games are the persons who are finding a way out from the

busy world. According to them, Sudoku may be very difficult but it greatly helps to maintain the

activeness of their minds while relaxing. Because of their fondness to Sudoku, they make

always sure that they get a copy of their Sudoku daily.

How did the Sudoku Daily start?

The Sudoku was at first a Japanese puzzle game but others said that it was a Chinese game. It

came into existence at the 18th century, which is about 200 years ago. The puzzle has just

recently swept the world by storm and is being played almost everywhere.

It is actually a puzzle of numbers but it is not Math as what others would think. Therefore, you

do not have to worry if you were only getting 75 percent on your Math grade when you were still

in high school. Sudoku does not even require a player to have a basic knowledge of the game.

This means that anybody can play it.

Sudoku can be played daily wherever you like at any time. It can even become a great “time

consuming” game. This is just the same as waiting for a cab, spending vacation on a resort

and/or having a doctor’s appointment.

It is a puzzle but a complicated one which can trick you for a long period of time. Patience,

concentration and enough time is what you needed to complete the puzzle.

There are actually four types/versions of puzzle, which is presented in the Sudoku Daily, they

are the:
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• Classic Daily – this Sudoku has 200,000 exclusive and addicting puzzles. It features different

levels of complexity, hints and strategies, timer and a personalized background. You can play it

on your computer or just print if you want.

• Monster Daily – this Sudoku puzzle is different from the usual Sudoku you get daily. It

consists of a 16 x 16 grid, 4 x 4 blocks and each block has 16 cells. Sounds confusing, doesn’t

it? It can be, especially if you did not try to find out the mechanics of the game. In a standard

Sudoku, only the numbers from 1 to 9 are placed in but in Monster, numbers from 1 to 16 and

letters from A to F are place in each row, cell and 4 x 4 blocks. However, it has the same rule as

the standard Sudoku.

• Kids Sudoku Daily – this has become a huge trend for growing up kids. This puzzle is the

best way to develop their logical skills while they are having fun. Kids’ ages from seven above

can start playing the puzzle. Parents do not have to worry if their children do not know how to

count yet since this puzzle do not really require a player to have extensive knowledge in Math.

• Squiggly Sudoku Daily - this Sudoku game is different from the standard Sudoku. It is

because the 9 x 9 grid is divided into 9 different shapes. However, each shape still contains nine

cells. It also applies the same rule with the standard Sudoku – numbers must only appear once

in each row, column and shape. This puzzle can be very difficult especially to most beginners

because it looks more complicated and hard to solve.

With all these four version of the Sudoku Daily, you will not have a hard time solving it. Why?

Because each of the puzzle, has its own feature or characteristics, which may help you, decide

for the one you will choose to play everyday. However, since all of these puzzles are given on a

daily basis over the internet, it would be good if you choose one today, the other tomorrow and

so on.

Lastly, always follow the rule when playing the Sudoku Daily to avoid confusion and starting

again.
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History And Development Of Sudoku

Known as the most gracious civilization, the Japanese have also given to the world the intense

mind-game of Sudoku, which has became something of a national craze for Americans now!

The game of Sudoku may have originated and perfected in Japan, but it has truly become

global with the growing popularity of the simple to difficult levels of puzzle solving it offers

players of any age, gender and IQ. Though it involves playing and arranging numerals in a

unique order, it does not require any specific mathematical skills like addition or subtraction,

which many non-players are not aware of. Sudoku is then, a mind-game that calls for logical

thinking, reasoning and patience besides sharpening the mental faculties upon being played

regularly.

Man in ancient times too had different forms of entertainment much like his modern counterpart

and this is why the thrill of Sudoku has encompassed different generations and geographical

regions since it affords a simple play with numerals. Of course, being in the age of

computerization, there is not much guessing to it that modern technology has also affected the

game of Sudoku, because it has done so tremendously. There are different types of gadgets

and even websites dedicated to the history, development and variations to Sudoku, including

Monster Sudoku (a 5-in-1 game) for its fans.

A real mind-twisting adventure is promised to the players of Sudoku, who get to form new ideas

through the various possibilities of the number game where placement of pre-entered numbers

and the remaining numerals 1-9 determine the end of the set.

All the numbers to be entered by the player have to be judged based on the pre-entered

numbers – the more the pre-entered numbers, the tougher the game as a rule; the game of

Sudoku thus, is all about logic based placement.

The history of Sudoku in the United States dates back to 1979 where it slowly gained popularity.

Roughly translated, Sudoku in English would mean a game where ‘the digits remain single.’

There are different ways of pronouncing the game’s name, but whatever these are, it is a given

fact that the game’s popularity has nothing to do with this – nor the rules.
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An arithmetic relationship between numbers needs to be established through critical thinking by

the players of Sudoku puzzles and this can only be done with time and patience since these

numbers are not related to each other.

When Howard Garns was a septuagenarian, he designed the Sudoku puzzle, but anonymously.

Garns was a retired architect and a famed freelance puzzle constructor who had learned a few

tricks of creating a puzzle professionally to please his own self, then shared it with others. His

inspiration was the Latin square of Euler, which required him to do some more alteration, which

he named ‘Third Dimension.’ Players were given half-completed grids that they were required to

solve. He gave it to a US publication that also revived interest in the game’s motherland, Japan

soon enough when a person named Nikoli took to it.

Soon, the newspapers of both countries printed the game to be played manually and only in

1989 was the computerized version of Sudoku made public to users, courtesy Loadstar

Publishing. Apple Macintosh followed suit and 2005 saw the game reach its peak popularity

even as it shot past the fan-list of Rubik’s cube solvers, which was popular in the 80’s.
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Sudoku – A Game Of Logic Or More?

You may have often wondered if Sudoku is only a game of logic or can it be something more? If

yes, then stick around and find out for yourself all about the puzzle.

The game of Sudoku has gained immense popularity since it was first introduced to the

American public as a numeral-logic game almost 3 decades ago. It has nothing to do with

mathematical abilities though many people who have not played the game may think so. It is a

game of logic alone – or perhaps, if anything else, a bit of patience and clear thinking.

Whether it is during a coffee break or at the breakfast table, Sudoku has taken over from other

world-famous hobby time activities to beat even the most relaxing domain of people’s lives i.e.

meal-times, which frequently get interrupted due to the excitement of the game. From an idle

hour activity to one that is a matter of choice and then perhaps grows into a compulsion, the

craze for Sudoku is increasing day by day. The Sudoku puzzle is among the most popular

games that breaks all age-barriers and cuts across different geographical regions, binding so

many different people together – just with the passion for this common pastime. However,

Sudoku puzzles are not only about whiling away some spare time; on the contrary, Sudoku is a

game that sharpens one mind and helps them think faster, which they can – with a little practice.

Sudoku puzzle solving calls for great amount of logical thinking and abstract reasoning and thus

provides the gray cells with a unique, creative work-out. To know the basic concept of the

Sudoku game though, you need to start at the light or easy level of the game as there are

different game complexity levels, depending on the skill levels of the player.

Essentially, the game of Sudoku involves some pre-entered numbers across a 9x9 grid with

rows and columns that need to be filled with the same range of numbers only once so there are

no numerals repeated in any square and each row and column has one digit from the 1-9 range.

You can also go online to check for Sudoku logic and play ideas and will be happy to find loads

of information on the basics of this simple game, which is so much fun to play. It can be played

manually or on the computer, but what makes it so interesting is that with the aid of simple logic,

one can focus on the visual analysis of the game and get the mind to pick the possible numbers
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to use in the box so that a complete set is reached at. However, some players prefer trusting

their hunches or making guesses after eliminating the numbers that can’t be used in a sequence

in the grid row or column; this is called candidate solving.

If the particular number you have chosen does not align logically in the row or column, you may

need to backtrack your analysis after screening and replace it with another. For this, you may

need to work with an eraser to rub out the number that doesn’t fit and till you can pencil in the

one that does. This is the peculiarity of the Sudoku puzzle logic.
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Be A Sudoku Solver And Exercise Your Brains

Are you familiar with the Rubik’s Cube? Have you mastered it already? If you are one of the

persons who are engrossed in playing puzzles like the Rubik’s Cube, then you may get hooked

on Sudoku.

This is a huge challenge to puzzle solvers and it is one of the most fantastic games ever

created. Being a Sudoku solver is one of the things you can be very proud of. Well, what is

Sudoku? It is a number placement brainteaser that necessitates skills in logic. But not only that,

patience is also a requirement for you to be able to withstand the challenge.

There are many people nowadays who are enjoying and who are curved by this marvelous

puzzle. It can be found in newspapers, websites and in some books. So how is it played? It

generally consists of a series of grids. The grid has one big 9 x 9 grid that shelters nine smaller

grids that are 3 x 3 in size.

The main objective of the game is to place a number from 1-9 in each of the grid cells. But you

do not have to sum up the numbers or perform other mathematical operations just like the

Magic Squares.

However, there are conditions that must be followed. Each number from 1-9 must only appear

once in every column and once also in every row and once in each small 3 x 3 grid. Sudoku is

more likely a derivation of the Latin Squares.

The Latin Square has been created by Leonard Euler, a renowned mathematician.

Fundamentally, a Latin Square has an n x n table packed with letters, numbers, or symbols. And

each symbol can only emerge closely once in each row and precisely once in each column.

Sudoku puzzles are therefore a modified Latin Square and is developed one step further with

the smaller grid limits. It increases the difficulty of the puzzle by the detail that you have to make

sure that each small 3 x 3 grid has each number 1-9 only once.

Moreover, Sudoku puzzles are in a wide range of complexity and difficulty. The quantity of

numbers given originally in the 9 x 9 matrix alters. You might think that having more numbers
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given at the beginning would make the puzzle easier. But in contrast, this is not always

applicable because the positioning of the numbers has a great consequence on the intricacy of

the puzzle game.

Sudoku is the Japanese word meaning “placement puzzle”. It became popular in Japan in the

1980’s. but before that, there was a puzzle maker in the United States by the name of Howard

Garnes who created the very first puzzle which is similar to it. It was formerly called “number

place” as an alternative of Sudoku. After that, it was published and featured in Logic problems

and math puzzles.

So how can you actually become a Sudoku solver? You must have patience and logical abilities

to solve the puzzle in no time. The trial and error method is not a good technique in this game.

Different persons have various techniques as well as strategies to solve this puzzle game.

Some create their own methods and share it to other Sudoku players around the world. And

they communicate through the web. They are many sites online and you can be active in their

forums and know more on how to solve it.

Basically, you can begin at any place in the puzzle. But according to many, it is better to start

focusing on the top three smaller grids. Then look at the preliminary numbers and start with the

number 1.

After that, check if a number 1 appears in the other two smaller grids. Next, locate cells in these

minor grids where you can probably place a number 1 while still following the necessary

conditions.

Furthermore, you will also have to take into thought 3 x 3 grids that are connected to the

specified grid. Sudoku is a very brainy puzzle game that will occasionally make you feel like you

are going nowhere.

However, it is good that you practice on various puzzles to make you discover some techniques

and methods to efficiently solve the puzzle immediately. A Sudoku solver will continue to work

on his strategies to become better.
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